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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
Biodigesters are an emerging technology used in Mexican state of Michoacán to produce 
sustainable energy from waste. A biodigester converts animal and plant waste into biogas, which 
contains 50% to 60% methane. This biogas is then burned in the home instead of wood, which 
burns dirty and creates noxious fumes inside the home. Burning biogas can also offset carbon 
emissions since it produces less CO2 per energy unit than wood. 
 
These biodigestion systems, however, have some issues that must be addressed. To aid in the 
digestion, the biomass must be mixed occasionally; current methods are external and rather 
crude, including "massaging" the digester and having children play soccer on it. 
 
Under the sponsorship of BLUElab and Ms. Sherri Cook, our project sets out to research, 
through testing, the mixing system desired for these biodigesters. The sponsors have asked us to 
design and prototype a mixing system that will locally suspend inorganic solids that collect on 
the bottom of the digester. This suspension will increase the likelihood of the solids leaving the 
digester during the natural plug-flow of the system. The more solids removed results in longer 
time needed for them to build up, thus increasing the maintenance time of the biodigester. Along 
with increasing maintenance time, our sponsors believe mixing may increase biogas production.  
 
The requested system has limitations inherent to its current environment. The system must be 
adaptable to the varying designs found in Mexico. Because biodigesters contain animal waste, 
our design must not only be corrosion resistant but also sanitary and safe for the user. Further 
dealing with the user, the mixing motion must be comfortable and bearable, not causing fatigue 
during use. Finally, our design must be easy to install with a quick assembly time. Amongst all 
limitations, cost must be kept to a minimum in all considerations. 
 
A functional decomposition was created as the first step for generating concepts. Using the 
decomposition as a guideline, many concepts for the mechanical external input of the system, the 
mode of torque transfer, and physical mixing mechanism were generated. These concepts were 
evaluated against our engineering specifications leading to our final design of a human input 
crank handle turning a flexible shaft to rotate a mixer with foldable fin blades. The blades will 
fold up to fit down a PVC pipe and, once inside, will fold out for wider mixing diameter and 
prevention of removal from the biodigester. The final prototype will be used in characterizing the 
system and will be an exact replica of the final design with the exception of aspects not needed in 
characterizing the mixing, such as flexible shaft length. 
 
To characterize the mixing effectiveness of our final design, a testing rig half the size of an 
actual digester was manufactured. Both the prototype and the test rig were manufactured and 
assembled in the U of M Mechanical Engineering machine shop. In testing, sand and “Cow 
Manure” fertilizer were used to simulate the digester slurry. The results from testing showed that 
at the recommended mixing speed of 60 RPM for 30 seconds the mixing was localized, solids 
were visibly suspended, no fatigue occurred, and dissolved solids were removed. From this, we 
critiqued that the mixer have a hemispherical bottom for smoother motion and recommend 
further testing be done to optimize fin length and angle. Further testing should be conducted in a 
rig as large as the actual digester. We also recommend our design be used in research to 
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When plant and animal waste is anaerobically digested by bacteria, a gas is produced which 
contains 50-60% methane. Farmers use the waste produced by their animals and crops to make 
biogas and use it in their house to cook instead of burning wood. However, current systems offer 
little storage of the gas. In the bag-type digester system, gas is collected in a secondary bag 
above the anaerobic digester bag and is connected directly to the household gas burner. When the 
collector bag is full, excess gas will be vented to the atmosphere. This system also offers little 
control over the gas in terms of pressurization and metering. Most gas meters require higher 
pressures to operate than the system provides. This means that there is no opportunity to track 
how much biogas the system is producing. Once enough biogas is drawn from the bag, there is 
no longer enough pressure gradient to support a flame at the burner even though gas still exists in 
the bag. The problem presented to our team is to design a system to store biogas at higher 
pressure to maximize system efficiency, incorporate a gas metering system, and offer more 
control over the characteristics of the biogas at delivery.  
 
After some further calculations, details of which can be found in Appendix D, we found that gas 
storage is not a viable option. Following that discovery, we focused our efforts on gas metering 
to determine how much carbon dioxide the digester is offsetting. This process would be 
important for agencies selling carbon credits. However, all of the research and information that 
we found, details of which can also be found in Appendix D, pointed at the infeasibility of such a 
system. Both cost and functionality prohibited us from pursuing a solution to this problem. After 
encountering this roadblock, we concentrated on designing a mixing element for the system. A 
mixing element is desired to be incorporated into the digester to improve system performance. 
The bottom-most layer in the digester will inherently be made of heavy, inorganic compounds 
like finer grains of sand. These solids accumulate over time because they are not broken down by 
the bacteria in the digester. If too much accumulates, the biogas production declines because less 
volume is available for decomposition inside the digester. While it may take several years for 
enough solids to build up for the digester to require emptying, removing this material requires 
the digester to be opened. This ruins the mixture by exposing it to air. Therefore, it would be 





Anaerobic digesters have been around since the 1960’s and originated in Eastern Asia. There are 
many different digester designs, but we will be working with only one type in this project; the 
Taiwanese bag system, which is based on plug-flow principles [1]. Plug-flow digesters have 
influent added on one side of the bag and is generally left unmixed and gradually flow towards 
the outlet on the opposite end as more waste in introduced. The amount of feed added is always 
displaces the same amount of effluent out of the outlet [2]. The other popular types of digesters 
are fixed-dome and floating-dome. Bag systems are an alternative to the traditional dome 






The key source of information for this project is Alex Eaton of the International Renewable 
Resources Institute (IRRI), an expert on biogas production and bag system design. Typical 
systems are usually 1 m wide by 1 m deep by 3 m long (3m3 total volume) and use a high density 
polyethylene (HDPE) bag material that resists UV rays, puncture and is repairable. The plastic 
bladder contains slurry of 10-30% solids. There is an inlet and an outlet for the waste stream and 
the correct system water level is maintained by the triangle design that creates a “water-lock” so 
no gas can escape at these points (see schematic in Figure 1 below) [3]. The specific systems 
used to handle the influent and effluent are extremely varied between applications. Generally, the 
influent is premixed in a basin or bucket and then transferred into the digester influent pipe 
directly. The effluent generally flows through pipe into a holding container of sorts, where it sits 
until the farmer applies it to his crops or disposes of it.  
  
  
Figure 1: Digester schematic   Figure 2: Actual plug-flow digester 
 
Mainly methane and carbon dioxide are produced as the bacteria in the waste begin to break 
down the mixture. Biogas fills up the space at the top of the digester and expands through a tube 
into another bag located above the digester. At the outlet of this bag, there are a series of valves 
and mechanisms to control the gas. Most of the gas transport pipes and connections are made of 
PVC material which is very inexpensive. There is an on/off valve, a pressure blow-off valve, and 
a hydrogen sulfide (H2S) removal mechanism. Despite the wide range of system designs, 
generally the influent and effluent tubes are about 4" in diameter and 3' in length [1]. These 
dimensions will be assumed throughout the design process. Also, some systems incorporate PVC 
pipes with bends, while others do not. We will attempt to account for these inconsistencies by 
designing a robust, adaptable system.  
 
Mixing Benchmarks 
Overall, and in the vocabulary of mixing, desired functions for our mixing system include solids 
suspension, dispersion and blending of miscible solids. Solids suspension means mixing an 
insoluble solid into a liquid. There are various degrees of solid suspension; complete motion, 
complete suspension and complete uniformity. We will not try and limit ourselves by designing 
around achieving a certain type, but rather around the principle that any solids suspension will be 
good for our system. Blending is the mixing of two or more solids into a more uniform mass and 
dispersion is where one phase (our solids on the bottom) are broken into discrete particles and 




In commercial digesters, mixing mechanisms vary widely. Some designs call for an internal 
paddle powered by an electric motor. Other digester designs use pumps to move fluid from one 
area in the digester to another location (usually at the fluid surface) to mix the contents [6]. Most 
stirring mechanisms found in digesters are permanent fixtures. However, portable applications 
do exist. Cleveland Eastern Mixing is a company that specializes in mixing applications. Their 
make a product for mixing bulk containers (55 gallon drums) that features a collapsible propeller 
to achieve good mixing in applications with a small entrance hole [6[. The propeller collapses to 
be inserted into the entrance hole, then expands when rotated due to the centripetal force. The 
expanded and collapsed views can be seen in Figure 3 below. The propeller comes in a variety of 
sizes, including a 4" diameter model that would be suitable for our application. However, the 
price of $170 for just the propeller was determined to be too expensive for our application. While 
this benchmark encapsulates our design problem well, the low rotational speed produced by most 
human-powered mixing limits our reliance on centripetal forces to engage the propeller.  
 
 
Figure 3: Collapsible mixing impeller from Cleveland Eastern Mixing [6] 
 
Anaerobic Digestion Effluent Concerns  
Any animal waste put into the digester can carry myriad bacteria, microorganisms and viruses. 
When digestion occurs, many of the volatile compounds are broken down. However, the effluent 
cannot be treated as benign. It is very likely that not all of the harmful substances in the waste 
were broken down and may still be present in the effluent stream. Since there is the possibility of 
human contamination with direct contact and water supply contact, we have developed an 
engineering characteristic that the digester mixing apparatus must not be able to be removed. 
  
In addition to health concerns of digester effluent, it is important to understand some other 
compounds in the material and the effects they can have. Input waste has very high nitrogen 
content, and the digestion processes break down most of compounds, but they often produce 
ammonia. High concentrations of ammonia in fertilizer over a long time period of application 
can have negative effects. Phosphorus and nitrogen, also found in high concentrations in the 
effluent, are very important for crops and is very beneficial for growth, but continued application 
can lead to dangerously high concentrations and end up hurting rather than helping [7]. In 
addition, phosphorus and nitrogen that runs off of the soil during rains can present water quality 
issues once it reaches a human water supply. Overall, the effluent can serve as an excellent 
fertilizer, but care must be taken to not over-apply or directly contact the waste.  
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SPECIFICATIONS/DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 
We developed customer attributes, engineering specifications, and testing parameters to help in 
our design. Considerations that were not able to be rigorously defined and could not be tested but 
were still desired by the end user were called customer attributes. Considerations that were 
grounded in solid engineering principles and could be accurately defined were called engineering 
specifications. Each specification is derived from an attribute. Considerations that could be 
defined in an engineering sense but were inherently unknown prior to validation were called 
testing parameters, which were also derived from customer attributes. The table below shows all 
of these considerations and their classification.   
 
Table 1: Design Considerations for the Mixing System 
Engineering Specification Customer Attribute Constraint  Target  
Insertion Size  Adaptable < 4” OD < 4” OD  
Lifetime  Low maintenance > 7 years 10 years 
Cost Low cost < $400 < $300  
Ergonomics – force Ease of use < 16.8 lbs 2 lbs 
Ergonomics – time Ease of use < 10 min  Up to 10 min 
Expanded Size No effluent contact > 4” OD 12” OD  
Installation Time Quick to install < 1 hour ~ 20 min  
 
Testing Parameter  Customer Attribute Target   
Effectiveness of Mixing  Mixes well Solids removed (~168 g)  
Mixing Time Low time necessary < 10 mins 
Localization of Mixing Mixes well 33%  
Settling Time Solid removal > 20 seconds    
User Fatigue Ease of use Minimal  
 
Our customer attributes reflected an idea of an effective, user-friendly system that can be 
immediately used. They are listed in the table above next to the specification or parameter that 
they helped derive. Using our customer background and information from our sponsors, the 
attributes included low maintenance, ease of use, adaptable to existing digesters, low cost, no 
effluent contact, quick installation, good and quick mixing, and solid removal. Low maintenance 
is necessary because the mixer will stay inside the digester between maintenance checks and we 
do not want the farmers to devote time away from their normal duties to take care of the system. 
A design that is easy to use will not burden the operator. Given that there are already a number of 
digesters in Mexico, our system must be able to adapt to them so that they can get the benefit of 
mixing immediately. If necessary, we may have to cut a small hole in the effluent pipe in which 
to insert our mixer. If that is the case, we can seal the hole with another piece of PVC or other 
plastic, secured in place with epoxy or duct tape. Cost is always important, and though the 
digesters are funded with government grants (i.e. no out of pocket expense for the farmer), 
keeping costs low will make the mixer more reasonable to purchase. Given the potentially 
hazardous nature of the effluent, there must be no contact with it whatsoever. Quick installation 
is necessary to expedite the installation of the digester and to save the user's time. The mixing 
itself must be quick and effective so that the user does not spend too much time away from his 
other duties and so that the user does not get fatigued. 
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The engineering specifications derived from these customer attributes provide the constraints 
that influenced our design. The insertion size must be less than the diameter of the effluent pipe, 
four inches, if our system is to be adaptable to existing digesters. Given that the digesters 
currently have maintenance checks every seven years, our system had to last at least that long. 
We targeted a ten year lifetime since the mixer will likely increase the time between maintenance 
checks. Our budget for ME 450 is $400, and we wanted to restrict our costs to this. Our target 
was $300, which is about 30-50% of the digester's cost ($600-$1000), which is reasonable 
considering the increased lifetime of the digesters and that the farmer is not paying out of pocket 
for the digesters. Also, if testing shows that there is increased biogas production from mixing, 
that will further mitigate costs. That said, we recognize that reducing the cost is paramount, and 
while our design meets our target, we are looking to further reduce costs wherever we can. Ease 
of use is important, so we derived a specification that the system must be ergonomic, reducing 
user force and time. Our targets for these were two pounds of force for user input and less than 
ten minutes of mixing time, derived from anthropomorphic data and a reasonable limitation of a 
user's time, respectively [8, 9, 10]. To account for the effluent contact, we derived an expanded 
size for our design that had to be bigger than the 4” diameter of the effluent pipe. Our design is 
twelve inches in diameter. Finally, we wanted a quick installation time for the user's sake. Our 
constraint was less than an hour, while our target was less than twenty minutes, which we 
considered reasonable since installation of the digester itself takes many hours.  
  
There were some parts of our system that were inherently unknowable and required testing. With 
the paucity of information on mixing for plug flow digesters, we could not make a sound 
engineering judgment on how to quantify mixing effectiveness, mixing time, localization of 
mixing, settling time, and user fatigue. Our target for mixing effectiveness was defined by solid 
removal, which we found to be about 168 g based on the thickness of the solid layer, of which 
calculations can be found at the end of this section. Our mixing time target is based on our 
ergonomic assumption, ten minutes. For localization of mixing, it is necessary to keep the 
mixing at the end of the digester so that new waste is not mixed and removed before it has a 
chance to be decomposed into methane. Our target was the end third of the digester. Settling time 
of the solids plays a crucial role in solid removal. The attribute associated with this is "solid 
removal," which only implies that solids must be removed. For one person operating the mixer, 
we set a target settling time for twenty seconds, a conservative value considering the length of 
the digester. Finally, user fatigue was set at minimal since we want our system to be easy to use.  
 
To calculate the engineering specification for mass of solid removal, we assumed that the rate a 
digester fills up is equal to the volume needed to clog the system during the given time which is 
27 ft3 per 7 years. Our desired flow rate is filling the same volume but in a 10 year period. Using 
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The difference between these flow rates is the desired removal rate. If we assume that the farmer 
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FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION 
The functional decomposition used for our concept generation is in Appendix E. We started by 
breaking the system into five main functions that described our system on a broad level. We then 
iterated those concepts into the second and third level sub-functions to break down the system 
into its basic operations. Using the main functions to create our initial concepts, we then used the 
sub-functions to iterate into more refined concepts. This lead to our final, most refined concept 
which turned into our design. 
 
 
CONCEPT GENERATION  
With the function decomposition in mind, concepts for the mixing system were brainstormed 
individually by team members. We came together after the session to present our ideas to the rest 
of the team. All critiquing and suggestions where held off until the concept selection. In total, 
over 50 concepts were drawn for the mixing system. The concepts were divided into three 
categories: external mixing, internal mixing, and fluid displacement. Internal mixing was the 
method chosen as the general technique to pursue. Details of external mixing and fluid 
displacement mixing are detailed in Appendix F.  
 
The internal designs involved direct contact with the inorganic solids. The concepts below in 
Figure 4 and 5 stem from one major design idea: a shaft that goes in the digester bag with 
various attachments on the end. The internal mixer concepts will be inserted into the effluent 
pipe of the digester to suspend the inorganics so they can be flushed out of the digester bag when 
more waste is added. The purpose of the attachments is to stir up and suspend the solids on the 
bottom of the digester bag. For a force input along the effluent pipe axis (in and out of the 
digester), possible attachments are a squeegee-like scraper and a rake design, shown below in 
Figure 4. If the force input for the shaft is rotation motion, possible attachments include an egg 
beater, a paddle-wheel oriented horizontally, and a propeller oriented vertically, seen below in 
Figure 5. In an ideal situation, no horizontal mixing (along the digester length) will occur, but 
rather it will be localized to mixing in only a vertical direction. This is needed to not interrupt the 
plug-flow operation of the digester, not allowing "new" biomass to be forced out before it 
undergoes complete digestion.  
  
 
Figure 4: Lateral Input Concepts Figure 5: Rotational Input Concepts 
Paddles oriented to mix fluid 




Mixing Attachment  
Within the rotational motion category of internal mixing, we generated more specific concepts 
and methods to achieve our overall goals. Specifically, we wanted a rotational attachment that is 
larger than the 4" diameter effluent tube dimension. We reasoned that a fixed impeller that can fit 
through a 4” diameter tube will not be able to mix enough fluid. Conversely, longer paddles can 
mix a larger volume of fluid, but would not be able to move through any bends in the effluent 
pipe during insertion. We also want to be able to mix the system while not standing directly in 
line with the effluent tube. The first concept to offer an increase in the diameter of the mixer is 
based on compliant mechanisms and is seen below in Figure 6. The three semi-rigid bars attach 
to a vane which will stir the slurry when rotated. The semi-rigid bars are made of a compliant 
material; something that is designed to bend without breaking. These bars can either be designed 
to be compliant in the revolute axis or in the axial direction so that when deform enough when 
pushed into the effluent tube and then expand to original dimensions once completely in the 
digester. The second concept is a collapsible propeller seen in Figure 7. Propeller blades are 
attached via hinges to the drive shaft and they can collapse along the shaft's length before being 
inserted into the digester. Once in the digester, gravity and rotational forces will make the blades 
expand, ending up perpendicular to the drive shaft. The next concept, seen in below in Figure 8, 
is based on having a hollow drive shaft and using wire inside of this hollow shaft to control the 
mixing blades. The mixing blades will be collapsed when inserted into the digester, and once 
inside, the interior wire can be pulled outward and the mixing blades will expand, offering a 
larger mixing diameter.  
  
Figure 6: Compliant Mechanism Concept Figure 7: Collapsible Propeller Concept 




Flexible Shaft  
To accommodate for bends in the tube and being able to operate the mixer out of line with the 
effluent tube, a flexible shaft of some type is needed. Several possibilities for this shaft were 
found and they are seen below in Figures 9-13. The first concept is a wire rope traditionally used 
to support loads in tension. The anatomy and section view are seen below in Figures 9 and 10. 
Multiple wire strands are wrapped around a core to increase rigidity and strength. Another 
concept for a flexible shaft is a braided stainless steel hose, seen in Figure 11. These hoses are 
typically used for plumbing applications where high pressure water is driven through them. They 
are hollow with a rubber lining and many fine layers of braided stainless steel over this. Another 
concept for a flexible shaft is a braided PVC hose seen in Figure 12. This hose is made from 
PVC strand sandwiched in between two layers of plastic wound with around it for increased 
strength and rigidity. Another concept for a flexible shaft is commonly called a flexible drive 
shaft, the anatomy of which is seen in Figure 13 and is the most common method of transferring 
torque when the end is offset from the drive motor. A flexible shaft core has multiple strands of 
steel wrapped around it. However, unlike, the wire rope, the flexible drive shaft has wrappings 
that go in opposing directions. This increases the effectiveness of the drive shaft in opposite 
direction of rotation.  
 
 
Figure 9: Anatomy of a wire rope Figure 10: Cross section view of a wire rope 
Figure 11: Braided Stainless steel hose Figure 12: Braided PVC hose 
 




There are two main methods to generate rotary motion by human power; with the hands or legs. 
Hand cranks are the most common method to transfer hand motion into rotary motion while 
bicycles can generate rotary motion from the legs. These two methods of force input are shown 
below in Figures 14 and 15. Hand cranks are most effective when the locations that the hand 
grips do not rotate with the motion, i.e., are free to rotate themselves. A hand crank could be 
directly connected to the drive shaft for the mixer without any intermediate steps. Bicycle 
trainers are a common application where any bicycle can turn the pedaling motion into an 
external rotary motion, typically a small flywheel. This rotary motion could then be used to drive 




Figure 14: Typical Hank Crank Figure 15: A Bicycle Trainer generates  external rotary motion 
  
 
CONCEPT SELECTION  
The first step in concept selection was to determine the general category of mixing technique. 
The three possible techniques were external mixing, internal mixing, and fluid displacement 
mixing. The proper technique to pursue was be determined by relating our engineering 
specifications back to concepts from these three areas and discussing which specifications were 
difficult to meet in each method. This process is detailed in Appendix F, with the internal mixing 
technique being the clear winner. After the mixing technique has been determined, the different 
concepts from this category were directly compared using the engineering specifications to 
develop the design which best solves our design problem. 
 
Internal Mixing Concept Selection 
There are three different mixing sub-functions for an internal mixing system and here we began 
the process of selecting a concept that best meets each sub-function to reach a final design. The 
three sub-functions are accepting force input, transmitting input force to mixing attachment, and 




Force Input  
This function was important for accepting force from the user and transmitting it efficiently to 
the drive shaft. The two concepts that we generated to satisfy this sub-function are a standard 
hand crank design and a bicycle trainer attachment. 
  
Assembly/Installation Time The first engineering specification to use for comparison was an 
installation and assembly time less than one hour, with the shortest time possible preferred. 
While the hand crank would likely come pre-assembled on the end of a drive shaft, the 
bicycle attachment would require additional installation time. The bicycle would need to be 
secured to a trainer-type apparatus which would use the rotational energy of the bicycle's rear 
wheel to spin an external flywheel to which the drive shaft is attached. Also the flywheel 
would need to be attached to the drive shaft. This additional assembly time makes the hand 
crank concept more appealing since it better meets the engineering specifications.  
 
Force Input Since the two different concepts use totally different muscle systems to produce 
the force, comparison becomes extremely difficult. Generally, the lower body can produce 
many times the force of the upper body with the same sense of effort. In this respect, the 
bicycle concept is preferred since larger forces can be put into the system as the user 
becomes fatigued at the same rate.  
 
Maintenance Components of this sub-function should be held to the same specifications as 
those inside the digester and only require service every 10 years. A bicycle attachment 
system would require maintenance typical of a bicycle in addition to maintenance of the 
attachment system. The attachment trainer systems are typically designed only for indoor 
use, so exposure to the elements is likely to cause rust, dirt inside of rotating parts; both 
resulting expedient part wear. A bicycle itself requires regular maintenance such as 
lubrication of the chain and frequent part adjustment and replacement. A hand crank system 
would require minimal maintenance, especially if designed with materials resistant to the 
elements and no bearings. There are few moving parts, possibly no bearings or chains and 
thus many fewer opportunities for system failure. A clearance fit rotation of the handle will 
allow for rotation of the handles without the use of bearings. There is the possibility for 
material wear between the handle and shaft that it rotates on, but choosing a handle material 
with a low coefficient of friction will keep this wear to a minimum. The hand crank concept 
could easily meet the maintenance specification of a 10-year maintenance interval. The high 
cost of a bicycle trainer should also be compared to the minimal cost of a hand crank system. 
Based on comparison of these specifications, we will design a hand crank system to accept 
the force input of our mixing system. 
 
Transmitting Force to Attachment  
The next sub-function to analyze was transmitting the input force to the mixing attachment. 
Rotating the hand crank will create a torque for the shaft to transmit. The different ideas we had 
to accomplish this function were a rigid PVC rod, wire rope, braided stainless steel hose, braided 




Localized Vertical Mixing The only shaft concept that could not meet this specification was 
the rigid PVC shaft. With a rigid shaft, the mixing attachment will be restricted to the same 
angle as the effluent pipe, typically around 45º. Because of this, a combination of axial and 
vertical mixing would occur, which is undesired for our application and would interrupt 
typical plug-flow operation of the digester. Another weakness of the rigid shaft is how the 
operation is limited to the area directly in line with the effluent tube, so the user would likely 
be standing in the effluent waste pool. Because of this, the rigid shaft will not work well for 
our mixing system design.  
 
Tendency to yield, buckle or fail Our team bought small sections of the four other concepts 
to do some preliminary testing on them. The wire rope was extremely prone to buckling. 
When one end of the wire was resisting motion, the wire would "buckle" or bunch up onto 
itself, moving into different planes of motion. The braided PVC hose was slightly prone to 
this as well, but the effects are lessened in both concepts by increasing the diameter. The 
buckling action is not desired for our application, since the torque is not transferred 
efficiently, so using either the wire rope or the braided PVC hose by themselves is not 
recommended. The flexible drive shaft was only slightly prone to buckling; needed a much 
larger torque and a large unconstrained length to see effects than with the two previously 
discussed shafts. These shafts are very capable of transmitting torques effectively and can do 
so in almost all configurations. The braided stainless steel hose was also resistant to buckling 
effects.  
 
Price In increasing order, the price goes as follows: braided PVC hose (~$0.50/ft), wire rope 
(~$0.75/ft), braided stainless steel hose (~$1.67/ft), and flexible drive shaft (~$6.25/ft). All of 
these options are very common items and would be readily available around the globe. 
 
Lifetime The lifetime for the drive shaft should be at least 10 years. Since the braided 
stainless steel and PVC hoses are hollow, they do not hold up well to extended use under 
torsion. Both are designed for static applications, where an internal pressure is present. The 
braids in the stainless steel hose began to visibly loosen after a few minutes of torsional and 
bending experimentation. The braided PVC hose also began to visibly deform after continued 
twisting, losing its round cross-section. It seemed that neither of these braided hose options 
would withstand continued torsional loads over a 10 year period, but would break down 
much sooner. Considering all of these specifications, we narrowed our force transmitting 
shaft down to the flexible drive shaft. Despite the high price, this shaft is designed exactly for 
our application; to transmit torque indirectly through its length. They are currently used in 
many industry applications; most commonly string trimmers/weed wackers. The flexible 
drive shaft was not as prone to the buckling and bunching efforts of the other choices, nor 
will the physical properties change over its lifetime of use. These flexible drive shafts are still 
not perfect; however, all reasonably priced models are only available in steel. Steel has a C-
grade compatibility with sulfides and for this reason, a coating or covering of some kind will 
be necessary to prevent chemical corrosion in the digester. Including this anti-corrosive 
coating will still leave the shaft price at much less than the 316 stainless steel shaft, which 





Biomass Mixing  
The concepts that we generated fall into two different categories, horizontally or vertically 
oriented. The main point of comparison between the concepts was how reliably the mixer can 
operate in the desired manner, with respect to suspending solids, blending fluids, and achieving 
localized vertical mixing.  
 
Both the compliant mechanism and interior wire concepts operate on the horizontal axis. Ideally, 
mixing paddles will spin around the horizontally-oriented drive shaft and move fluid only in the 
vertical direction. However, maintaining this horizontal orientation will be very difficult. Since 
the drive shaft will be flexible, the mixing attachment will be free to move around inside the 
digester, up and down, side to side and rotating around the vertical and horizontal axes. It is 
likely that when the mixer is not properly oriented, undesired horizontal mixing will occur. This 
interrupts the plug-flow operation of the system, and "newer" biomass could potentially exit 
without being fully broken down. We also foresee the horizontal mixing attachments sinking to 
the bottom and scraping the bottom of the digester as it rotates. This could cause increased wear 
on the digester bag material.  
 
The vertically oriented mixer attachments would not have these orientation problems. With 
sufficient weight, when the mixer enters the digester, it will sink to the bottom near the effluent 
pipe. The concept for this mixer orientation is a collapsible propeller that expands once in the 
digester. Gravity and rotational forces will cause the propeller blades to fall to their operating 
position. The propeller will force fluids and solids vertically towards the top of the digester. 
Horizontal mixing will be minimal since the mixer will be resting sturdily on the digesters 
bottom, propellers parallel to the bottom. A sturdy, heavy base and a flexible shaft with a 
moderate bend radius will prevent the mixer from tilting and easily changing position.  
 
The collapsible propeller concept was the superior mixing attachment with regard to control of 
orientation during mixing. Another drawback to the compliant mechanism concept was the 
complexity involved with designing the semi-rigid bars. These bars must have the correct 
geometry and material to allow for enough bending to fit into the digester effluent tube, but not 
too much bending such that when torque was applied to the system, the bars bend instead of 
effectively mixing. Another drawback to the interior wire technique was that the interior wire 
and hollow shaft would need to rotate in tandem to keep the mixing blades in the correct 
position. The complexity of allowing axial movement of the interior wire but not allowing 
rotation would be very difficult to implement. The collapsible propeller system shows promise of 
simplified assembly, proper mixing orientation, effective solids suspension, and is based on a 
reliable benchmark in the mixing industry. Also, manufacturing is possible with common 
materials and methods. Therefore, we continued developing the collapsible propeller for our 
design.  
 
Upon evaluating the concepts for the three sub-functions against each other based on system 
specifications, we arrived at a concept for a complete mixing system. This system features a 
hand crank to accept the user's force, a flexible shaft to transmit this force into the digester, and a 







The basic system that our design used to mix incorporates a hand crank, flexible shaft and a 
collapsible propeller. Once we arrived at this general concept, we began to refine each part and 
develop methods for the subsystems to fit together.     
 
Hand Crank 
The hand crank is created from square stock with holes drilled in both ends. One end will be 
secured to the flexible shaft with a dowel/roll pin interface explained in the flexible shaft section 
on the next page. A hollow pipe over the flexible shaft will spin freely and allow for easy 
rotation. Another handle will be attached to the end of the crank shaft using a shoulder bolt. The 
handle will be clearance fit over the shoulder bolt to allow for easy rotation, while the shoulder 
bolt will be threaded into the tapped hole in the crank shaft to secure it. This assembly is shown 
below in Figure 16. 
 
 
Figure 16: Hand crank assembly
 
The connecting bar of the handle will also have arrows on all sides of it to show the correct 
turning motion for mixing. The arrow shown in Figure 16 points away from the operator and 
points in the direction of correct turning. Arrows on the left and right faces of the connecting bar 
will show the appropriate clockwise (left face) and counter clockwise (right face) motions.   
 
Flexible Shaft 
A flexible shaft will connect to the mixing attachment through a dowel/roll pin interface. A 
dowel pin will be inserted into the female connections on the mixing hub and flexible shaft. A 
roll pin will be pressed into a drilled hole through the mixing hub into the dowel to secure them 




Figure 17: Flexible shaft connection
 
Mixing Attachment 
A four-bladed collapsible impeller, seen in Figure 18, will be used to mix the digester contents. 
Flat stock (in red) will be welded on to an angled shaft (in blue) at a 30º angle. These fin shafts 
will have a hole on one end where a dowel will be inserted through to secure it to the mixing hub 
(in grey). A clearance fit on the fin shaft/dowel interface will allow for rotation of the fins into 
the upright, insertion position of Figure 19. The dowels will be press fit into the mixing hub for a 
strong, permanent connection. Together all of these subsystems will connect to operate as an 
effective mixing system. The overall drawing of the system is shown in Figure 20 on page 18. 
 




Figure 20: Complete system drawing
 
 
PARAMETER ANALYSIS  
When deciding our design parameters, we took many factors into consideration. We mainly 
considered our engineering specifications, which put limits on the size, weight, cost, and shape 
of our design. Findings are listed below for each part of our mixing system. All calculations are 
detailed in Appendix H. 
 
Hand Crank 
For the handle, our chief specifications were that the rotation would require little force and that 
the motion be ergonomic. Based on anthropomorphic data, we decided the handle arm length to 
be 8" from the center of the flexible shaft to the center of the rotating handle; with the entire bar 
being 8 ¾" in length. This is the approximate length of a human forearm, and thus the rotary 
motion puts a minimal amount of strain on the user. The handle arm is ¾" square, which can 
withstand the forces induced by the rotary motion and allow for the machining necessities while 
minimizing the weight of the system. We will build the handle shaft out of aluminum since it is 
easy to obtain, strong, light, easily machined, and resistant to corrosion. There is a ¼" hole that 
will be threaded for the shoulder bolt and a 5/16" hole that will connect the flexible shaft to the 
mixing arm. 
 
The rotating handle is 1 ¼" in diameter and 5" in length, which fits a human hand well based on 
anthropomorphic data. There are two holes bored into the handle: one 9/16" in diameter and 2" in 
length for the shoulder bolt and another 3/4" in diameter and 3" in length to insert the bolt. The 
shoulder bolt has a shoulder 1/2" in diameter and 2" in length, creating a clearance fit which 
allows for free rotation; the bolt has 3/8"-16 threads. By allowing the handle to rotate, the user‘s 
wrist does not get strained. To stabilize the handle, the user‘s left hand will hold a piece of 
braided PVC hose 5" in length and 3/4" inner diameter, allowing free motion of the shaft while 
supporting the weight of the system. The yield stress requirement for the handle material is 
5.9MPa given a safety factor of 3. PVC can fulfill these stress criteria and will be used for the 






The biggest concern with our flexible shaft was cost. We were able to find steel flexible cable in 
3‘ lengths for around $60, much cheaper than other alternatives. These cables have a diameter of 
¼" and a torque rating of 110in-lb; large enough to withstand the torsional forces induced by 
mixing, 9.2in-lb. We realize that this is a major cost to our system, but we feel that the 
functionality that the shafts bring warrants the high cost. 
 
Mixing Attachment 
The mixing attachment is the most intensive in terms of both machining and engineering. Among 
the many elements considered were the corrosive nature of the digester, the inability to remove 
the attachment, the range of the fins, the orientation of the mixing, and the weight of the overall 
system. 
 
The first part to consider is the base on which the fins are attached. This base is connected to the 
flexible shaft and holds the entire system in place. Starting with a 2 ½" square piece of aluminum 
stock 4" in length, we will machine out the grooves and holes in the top. The grooves are ½" or 
0.7" wide (filleted to 1/8" radius), and the holes are ¼" in diameter. The size of the stock was 
chosen to fit within the 4" diameter of the effluent pipe. The outer holes are meant for press fit 
steel dowels around which the fins will rotate. 
 
To connect the mixing attachment to the shaft, we will use a zinc dowel inserted into the 
coupling on the drive shaft. We will then drill a hole through the coupling and the dowel and 
hammer a roll pin through it. We will do a similar process for the base, drilling through the 
center hole and using a roll pin to secure the dowel. We have done material fatigue testing on 
this, and we have found that the roll pin will fail after about 5000 years of use. Calculations can 
be found in Appendix H. 
 
The mixing fins are hinged onto the dowels. The fin paddle (hereto referred to as the "fin") will 
be welded to the fin arm (hereto referred to as the "arm"). The arm is 5" long and made of 
aluminum. The end with the hinge is rounded with fillets of radius ¼” and has a hole of diameter 
5/16”. This allows for free rotation in the groove and proper attachment to the dowels. The fin is 
made from ¼” aluminum plate and has dimensions 1 ½” by 4”. The fin is at a 30º angle with 
respect to the arm. The dimensions were chosen to fit in the 4" effluent pipe and maximize the 
area of the fin while still allowing for proper fluid flow. There was no analysis-driven reason to 
select fin length as we did other than preventing the mixer from being removed. Any length 
longer than 1 ¼” (totaling to 4” diameter when considering the 2 ½” hub and the ½” grooves) 
would do for sanitation purposes. Any length longer than 8” would have a negative mechanical 
advantage considering that our handle length is 8”. While the 4" fins performed well in our 






When deciding on a design for the mixing fin, we decided that once the fins folded downward 
into the horizontal position, they must stay horizontal and not rise to a vertical position. All of 
the forces acting the fins were either in the downward direction or the radial direction. Due to the 
inherent motion of the mixing, a centrifugal force acted radially on the fins (see Figure 21), 
tending to keep the fins in the horizontal position. The fluid also created a force distribution 
normal to the surface of the plate (see Figure 21). Again, the resultant forces from the fluid act 
radially and downward. There is a viscous drag force present in the flow, but these are negligible 
compared to the pressure drag force of the fluid. To prove this, a model of the flow was created 
in a computational fluid dynamic package called FLUENT (see Figures 22 and 23, page 21). An 
inlet velocity of 0.958 m/s was input based on a mixing rate of 60 RPM. The fluid was modeled 
to be representative of manure, using a density of 1650 kg/m3 and a viscosity of 0.59 kg/m·s 
[11].  
 
The models give general trends of flow and are not accurate for quantitative purposes. To give a 
gauge of relative pressures, a pressure scale is given in Figure 23 on page 21 in Pascals and is 
only used to show trends of pressure distribution, not for exact static pressure measurements. 
From the models, it can be seen that a positive pressure appears on the top of the fin and less 
positive even negative) pressure appears on the bottom side of the fin, proving that the overall 
force from the flow will be downward. This will keep the fins in the horizontal position during 
operation. Aluminum was used since it is light, easily machined, cheap, and noncorrosive. Its 
mechanical properties were strong enough to withstand our calculated mixing forces. To avoid 
galvanic corrosion, we limited the amount of steel in our system to the dowels and the shaft. We 
will cover exposed metal with a corrosion-resistant coating in as many places as we can to 
minimize the possibility of corrosion. 
 
Side View Front View 





Figure 22: Contour plot showing fluid streamlines 





FINAL DESIGN  
 
Our final design is detailed below in a series of figures. Some basic dimensions are provided; for 












hose not shown) 











Connecting Dowel and 
Shaft Coupling 
Fin dowels  
Mixing Connection 
Mixer attachment 
The main differences between our final design and prototype are the shape of the mixing 
attachment and the length of flexible shaft used. As seen below, left, in Figure 24, the bottom of 
the mixing attachment on the final design will have a rounded shape to it. Our prototype featured 
a flat bottom with rounded edges, shown on the right of Figure 24 below. Our original CAD 
drawings showed the rounded bottom, but because of a time constraint in manufacturing, we 
opted to just round the corners to have smooth surfaces.   
 
 
Figure 24. The mixing connection design differed slightly  
between the final design (left) and prototype (right). 
 
It was observed that our mixer did ‘skip’ around some on the bottom of our test rig, which we 
attributed to the square edges catching the sediments as it was rotated. Thus, we are confident 
that a rounded bottom on the mixer is a superior design. The second difference between the 
prototype and final design is a longer flexible shaft. The prototype used a 3’ shaft, where the 
final design calls for at least 6’ to fit through longer effluent pipes. The shorter shaft was used as 
a ‘proof-of-concept’ for transmitting torque from the handle to the mixing attachment and to save 
money in prototype development. 
 
An additional difference between the prototype and final design was the use of two set screws 
instead of roll pins in the handle. Set screws were used to secure the dowel to the connection bar, 
and another set screw to connect the same dowel to the flexible shaft coupling. This was chosen 
only for convenience to allow us to disassemble the mixer if necessary. Even though these set 
screws are located outside the digester so access for re-tightening is not an issue, they are not 
necessary since the handle does not need to be changed out. It also keeps the theme of using roll 






FABRICATION PLAN  
   
As described, our prototype is a full scale model of our selected design with some minor 
adjustments. Presently, the fabrication of the prototype will be discussed. The Bill of Materials 
for our prototype can be found in Appendix A. 
 
Prototype Manufacturing 
The manufacturing of the prototype is split into two parts. The cranking mechanism is the 
external component that the user will be in contact with for the mechanical input. The mixing 
mechanism is the internal components that will physically come in contact with and mix the 
slurry. All milling and drilling speeds were calculated from the equation RPM = (12·V)/(π·D) 
where V is the cutting speed for the material and D is the diameter of the cutting tool [12]. Those 
reported are less than or equal to the calculated value. None of the manufacturing processes 
except for welding needed extra safety precautions outside of the general machine shop safety 
rules. Welding was completed by a professional. 
 
Hand Crank 
The cranking handle of the mixing mechanism (the handle in the user’s right hand) was made out 
of 2” PVC rod found in the Machine Shop. Using a lathe, we turned the outer diameter of the rod 
to 1 ¼”. The speed used for the lathe was 400 surface fpm. While still on the lathe, the chuck 
was changed and a center line will be drilled into one end of the PVC cylinder. From this, a 
9/16” diameter hole was drilled through the rod. After, a ¾” diameter hole was drilled to its 
depth of 3.03”, creating a counter bore. The ¾” diameter hole does not need a tolerance since it 
only acts as a passageway. The 9/16” diameter hole also does not need a tolerance because the 
shoulder bolt fits loosely inside, creating the revolute joint. After these steps were complete, the 
excess material that was held by the chuck was cut from the desired piece. We must note that our 
actual prototype was cut shorter than was planned to be cut. This subtraction of length is taken 
from the end with the smaller diameter hole showing. The new total length is around 4 ½”. 
 
The connecting bar from the cranking handle to the flexible shaft, manufactured from ¾” 
aluminum bar stock, was cut to size using the band saw. The holes were drilled using the drill 
press at 1150 RPM to a diameter one size smaller than prescribed in the part drawings to allow 
for tap or slip fit. After, a tapping tool was used to tap the cranking handle hole with 3/8”- 16 tap 
and to tap the set screw hole with a 10-32 tap. We reamed the flexible shaft hole to a size of 
0.3125” for a slip fit. To fit with the flexible shaft hole, one of the couplings of the flexible shaft 
was pre-drilled and then reamed to an inner diameter of 0.3125”.  
 
 
Figure 25: Schematic of Connecting Bar 
Flexible shaft hole Cranking handle hole 





The fin blade was manufactured from spare ¼” aluminum plate and was cut to the size shown in 
the provided drawing in Appendix G. Tolerances are not crucial for this part. Four blades were 
manufactured. 
 
The fin shaft was manufactured from 1” diameter aluminum round stock. We used 8” lengths for 
each shaft. To mount in the mill, a vice clamped both ends approximately 1” from each end (See 
Fig. 26, page 26). The flat face of the shaft (where the blade will sit) was milled first from the 
side (keeping the z-axis constant) at a speed of 1200 RPM with a ¼” ball mill. After, the rod was 
rotated 30º so the sides of the shaft could be milled square from the side with the same bit. The 
bar was rotated once more at 90º to mill from the side the bottom face flat. Once complete, the 
bar was removed from the clamps and the remaining round stock was cut off with a band saw. 
From this, the hole was measured for location, center punched, and drilled with a ¼” drill bit. 
The tolerance was not crucial because it will be a slip fit for a dowel, creating the revolute joint 
for the fin shaft. The curved edges of the shaft were milled into the shaft using a ¼” corner 
rounding end mill. We manufactured four shafts. Each shaft and blade was anodized blue. The 
holes did not need to be drilled again because the rack they were placed on did not allow the 
inner surface of the hole to be anodized. 
 
The mixing connection created from aluminum block of size 2 ½” x 3” x 3 ½”. The process used 
to manufacture the block is shown below: 
 
Step Operation Machine Cutting Tool Cutting Speed Notes 
1 Cut off excess material Band saw Band saw 500 surface fpm Done slowly 
2 Mill edges flat Mill ½” end mill 2-flute 1200 RPM 
Shallow step 
sizes 
3 Drill center hole Mill ¼” drill bit 1200 RPM Peck drilling 
4 Drill dowel holes Mill 3/16” drill bit 1200 RPM Peck drilling 
5 Drill holes for roll pin Mill 1/8” drill bit 1200 RPM Peck drilling 
6 Mill rectangular pockets Mill ¼” end mill 1200 RPM Shallow step sizes 




400 surface fpm Round sharp edges 
8 Anodizing - - - Courtesy of Alpha Metals 
9 Ream center hole Drill Press .3125 Ream 100 RPM Slowly, not clamped   
10 Ream dowel holes Drill Press .2499 Ream 100 RPM Slowly, not clamped  




Figure 26: Clamp setup for fin shaft fabrication
 
It is important to note that all anodizing added 0.003” to every dimension on each part unless 
otherwise noted. Also, the coupling of the flexible shaft not yet manufactured was drilled and 
reamed to the same size as the mixing connection center hole. Furthermore, a hole perpendicular 
to the main hole of the coupling was drilled at a 1/8” diameter through the entire width of the 
coupling. This acted as a passage for a roll pin. The dowel holes were drilled by placing the 
dowel into both the coupling and the connection center hole, one after the other, and drilling 
through the already created hole and through the dowel. This ensured that the holes would line 
up perfectly.  
 
Prototype Mass Production 
Though the purpose of our prototype was not to be a mass production solution to the mixing 
problem, we can still analyze how manufacturing processes would change if it were to be mass 
produced. What is great about each of these aluminum parts is that each could be cast into its 
shape if a die of each were created. The mixing connection would have the top slots and corner 
fillets already shaped. It would just need the holes to be drilled and reamed. The same is true for 
the fin shaft. The 30º would be easy to create with a die. In fact, the blade and the shaft could be 
cast as one piece instead of needing a weld to connect the two. For the cranking mechanism, the 
PVC handle could be injection molded to its size. The connecting bar would not change in 
manufacturing steps. Nonetheless, the manufacturing of most of these parts can be automated. 
The dowels and the couplings can be shipped to us with the proper size and position of holes 
needed. All of these changes would minimize manufacturing time significantly. Also, the need 
for a trained machinist is reduced to needing a factory worker to monitor the equipment and 




Like manufacturing, assembly was split up into the same two sections. These two mechanisms 
discussed were connected by the flexible shaft which will not be shown in its entirety in these 
sections but was represented by a portion of flexible shaft with coupling attached. Also, the 
braided PVC hose slides over the entirety of the flexible shaft before both couplings are secured 






The hand crank design is the location for torque input to the entire mixing system. Figure 27 
below shows the cranking handle assembly. 
 




The cranking handle was assembled using the following steps. 
1. The shoulder bolt was inserted into the cranking handle in the side with the ¾” hole. The 






Figure 28: Hand crank assembly 
2. The 5” long, ½” ID PVC braided hose holding handle was slid over the flexible shaft. A 
5/16” diameter dowel was slid into both the shaft coupling and the connecting bar and 
securing in both by set screws. The coupling set screw came with the flexible shaft and 






Dowel Shaft Coupling 
 
Figure 29: Holding handle assembly 




The mixing attachment is the components that were immersed in the slurry and physically mix it. 




Figure 30: Mixing attachment 
The mixer will be assembled using the following steps. 
1. The fin blade was attached to the fin shaft by a weld along the crease in front of and 
behind the fin blade, shown below in Figures 31 on page 29. The machine shop 







Figure 31: Weld locations for the mixing fin fabrication 
2. To connect the mixing plate to the flexible shaft, a 5/16” diameter steel dowel was 
inserted into the mixing connection then into the coupling. Steel roll pins were pressed 
into their provided pathways to secure these components together. Both pins were 1/8” in 
diameter. The pin through the coupling was ½” long while the pin through the connection 




Figure 32: Exploded view of mixing connection to shaft coupling 
3. The new fin sub assembly will attach to the mixing connection by a dowel pin. We 
aligned the hole of the fin with the holes of the connection plate. The ¼” steel dowel was 
then pressed through the connection holes (a press fit) and slipped through the fin hole (a 
slip fit) then pressed through the second hole of the connection. The revolute joint of this 





Figure 33: Exploded view of fin attachment to plate 
 
VALIDATION PLAN  
The prototype will help validate several aspects of the final design. The first area of validation 
involves the insertion of the mixer down the effluent pipe. We will ensure that the mixer can be 
folded up and fit down a 4” diameter pipe and also verify that when the blades are folded down, 
the mixer cannot be pulled out of the effluent pipe. Secondly, for the general operation of the 
mixing system, the prototype will show how the handle operates and can transmit torque from 
the operator to the flexible shaft. Next, we can validate the mixer’s ability to mix digester 
contents and suspend solids through actual use of the mixing system. Sand and potting soil will 
be used to represent the solids inside the digester, which is an accurate substitution for digested 
animal and plant waste. 
 
Our prototype will not be able to validate all functionality of the mixing system, namely the 
ability to remove solids. This function is less dependent on the design of the mixer and more 
dependent on the actual digester (and testing rig), which our project did not include. The mixing 
system can only suspend the solids and hope that some are removed when more waste is added. 
 
In order to confirm the functionality of our design and observe its effects on the biodigester, we 
created a validation plan. This plan will characterize the flow created by our mixing system and 
compare our design to engineering specifications. We could not test for all of our specifications 
but did where we could. 
 
The team anticipates a high level of performance, especially for mixing ability. The flexible shaft 
is made for situations like this one, and the input torque from the operator should be transmitted 
very efficiently to the mixing attachment. As for other functionality, the analysis we performed 
on the fin blades using CFD software tells us we do not need to worry about the blades moving 
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up and down during operation. Overall, important design considerations were backed with 
thorough analysis and support from our sponsor, so we feel that our prototype’s performance will 
be very indicative of the performance of the final design. 
 
A description of our testing rig along with the results of our deployment, localized mixing, solid 
suspension, solid removal and fatigue analysis are presented in this section.  
 
Testing Rig 
The testing rig we used was created from two clear plastic storage bins. One end of each bin was 
cut off using a reciprocating saw. These now open sections were laid inside of the other with a 1” 
overlap, putting silicone sealant on the overlap, and securing it with 1/8” pop rivets placed every 
¾” to 1” along the overlapping flap. The resulting size of the test rig was 60” x 19” high x 
17”wide, as seen in Figure 34. Then, an effluent pipe was installed by sawing out an elliptical 
hole for a pipe at an angle 15º to the ground. The pipe was secured to the bin by using 5-minute 
epoxy and letting it sit overnight. Tape was needed over the short midline of the rig and on top of 
the effluent pipe to the rig to help stabilize the rig when full with water. Extra bags of sand and 
potting soil were also used to keep the sides from bulging out. 
 
 
Figure 34: Schematic of testing rig sectioned off into 3 sections for analyzing local mixing 
 
Deployment & Tamper Resistance 
The goal of deployment test was to simulate the actual process of a mixer being inserted into 4” 
effluent pipe and determine if removal is possible, as shown in Figure 35 on page 32. This 
process includes: (1) folding up the fins when inserting the mixer in the pipe, (2) opening up the 
fins when clockwise rotating the mixer handle and (3) trying to remove the mixer. Our test result 
showed that the mixer has completed these goals well, as shown in Table 2. We used only water 




Figure 35: Insert the collapsed mixer into 4” diameter pipe  
 
Table 2: Deployment of mixer into a 4” pipe is successful 
The fins folded up and went through 4” pipe smoothly 
 
 





We will test that the mixer can be operated out of the “line of fire” and to the side of the effluent 
tube, out of the way from any exiting effluent, as shown in Table 3. The flexible shaft that 
connects the hand crank and the mixing attachment is meant to transfer torque around bends. The 
photos below show that mixing out of line with the effluent tube is possible without sacrificing 




Table 3: Mixer can be used in “line of fire” and to the side of effluent tube 




The goal of localized mixing testing was to compare the different effects of mixing at the 
effluent and influent ends of the digester. By dropping food coloring at the two ends during 
mixing, we found that the localized mixing was achieved, as shown in Table 4. The dye dropped 
in the effluent end was mixed greatly while dye in the influent end barely mixed. We used only 
water as the fluid for this test for increased visibility.   
 
Table 4: Localized mixing has been achieved with our mixer 
Dye was mixed greatly at the near end of the mixing 
 
0s 1s 2s 3s 
Dye was barely mixed at the far end of the mixing 
 




The goal of solid suspension was to compare the different solid depths at the near, middle and far 
ends of the digester after mixing. In this test, we used play sand to represent the inorganic solids 
and water to represent the fluid. Before mixing, we set the solid depths at three locations to be 
equal, at 3.5”. Then, we performed six tests at different combinations of speeds and times at the 
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effluent end of the digester, and measured the new solid depths after each test. Table 5 shows the 
set up of solid suspension test rig. We also videotaped the process to record the settling times. 
The details of solid depths with six combinations at three ends are shown in Figure 36 on page 
35. The settling time is shown in Table 6. 
 
Table 5: Set up of solid suspension test rig 
1. Put sand in test rig 2.Smooth out sand in test rig 
3.Measure with ruler to ensure equal heights 4. Pour water into test rig with sand 
 
We found that the solid depth decreases at the effluent end of the digester, starting at 3.5” and 
decreasing incrementally to 3.0”. The solid depths at middle and influent end of the digester both 
increase, starting at 3.5” and increasing incrementally to 4”. There is no clear difference of solid 
depths between the middle and influent end. We also found that the change of solid depth at all 
ends tend to increase with higher speed and longer operating time. However, there is no obvious 
change after the 60 RPM and 30 seconds, after which the solid seems to reach a stable state. 
Thus, we determined this speed and time to be our recommended usage parameters. We also 
found that the settling time of the large sand particles was about 4.5 seconds regardless the speed 


































Figure 36: Solid depth decreases at the effluent end and increases at middle and 
influent end of digester 
  
Table 6: Settling time is about 4.5 seconds regardless the speed and operation time 




120 15 4  
 
Solid Removal 
To increase the area inside the digester available to biogas production, some degree of solids 
removal is desired from a mixing system. Our tests showed that a negligible amount of solids are 
removed from our experiment setup. We started by rotating the handle at 60 RPM and 60 
seconds. After mixing, we waited for 30 seconds, and then poured one bucket of water into the 
influent pipe. The solid removal test procedure is shown in Table 7. However, our filter did not 
collect any solids. We then increased the speed to 120 RPM and reduced the waiting time to 5 
seconds and still there was no solid removal. Finally, we poured two buckets of water 











Table 7: Solid removal test procedure 
1. Pour sand into test rig 2. Smooth out sand 
3. Pour cow manure into test rig & smooth out 4. Drill holes in effluent pipe 








Table 8: No solid is removed from the solid removal test 
Speed(RPM) Mix Time(s) Pour Time(s) Buckets of Water Mass of Solids Removed(g)
60 60 30 1 0
120 60 30 1 0
120 60 10 1 0
120 60 0 1 0
120 60 0 2 0  
 
Fatigue Analysis  
The goal of the fatigue test is to examine if the standard operation would cause fatigue to the 
user. For this setup, we again used play sand and water but this time added composted cow 
manure to closely represent slurry in the actual digester. From the previous solid suspension test 
results, we set the standard operation to be 60 RPM for 30 seconds. We got get the percent 
maximum voluntary contraction (%MVC) from dividing the maximum exertion by reference 
exertion [13]. Then the average %MVC is calculated using the equation below, in which work 
cycle time is defined as the standard time for an operator to use the mixer including the resting 
time.  
 
   %      %
   
      
 
When %  is larger than 17%, the mixing job will cause fatigue. Otherwise, the job would not 
cause fatigue.  
 
Our testing results showed that no fatigue will occur at an operation time of 60 RPM and 30 
seconds at a two minute work cycle. We also increased the operation time and found that no 
fatigue occurred at 60 seconds. However, fatigue will likely occur at operation times of 90 
seconds and 120 seconds and at higher RPM rates. 
 
Table 9: No fatigue occurred at 60 RPM and 30 second standard operation.  
Yellow cells show fatigue. 
Person A (Female) Person B (Male) Person C (Male)
Max force (kg) 29.5 49 42
Exertion force (kg) 5.50 4.25 10.50
Mvc 0.19 0.09 0.25
for 30s 0.05 0.02 0.06
for 60s 0.09 0.04 0.13
for 90s 0.14 0.07 0.19









Specifications Not Tested  
There are some specifications that would be unrealistic to test given our availability of digester 
materials or the required time to complete a single test.  The specifications below will not be 




Perhaps the most important specification for digesters already built, the mixing system needs to 
be adaptable to these varying digesters. We do not have the resources to go to Mexico and test 
our design on current digesters, but we believe that our system will work on a wide range of 
designs. This is because the shaft running from the crank handle to the mixing blades is flexible 
and can still transmit torque while bent. We are confident our design will work, though no direct 
testing will be performed to confirm our claim.  
  
Low Maintenance  
The digester has maintenance performed every 10 years. This is longer than the current 
maintenance schedule of seven years because we are hoping the stirring motion will help 
disperse inorganic solids and aid their removal when more material is added to the digester. 
While it would be unrealistic to wait that time to verify our mixer reliability, we believe that all 
parts that stay inside the digester will not require maintenance for 10 years. We base this on the 
lack of wear on our system, corrosion resistance of the materials and coatings, the strength of our 
materials, and the quality of our manufacturing. 
 
 
DESIGN CRITIQUE  
 
Honest critique of our design is a necessary step to further improve upon it. Our design succeeds 
in many aspects. Our testing shows that it will mix the biomass locally, suspend solids, and will 
not fatigue the user. The flexible shaft works as expected, allowing the user to stand to the side 
while mixing and allowing for easy torque transfer from the user to the mixer. The anticorrosion 
elements will last the 10 years we expect between maintenance checks. It meets a majority of our 
specifications, such as its adaptability to be used in existing digesters, its effectiveness of mixing, 
its ease of mixing, its ergonomic elements, and its sanitary operation. If anything, our design is 
overengineered, which is an opportunity to potentially lower cost while maintaining 
functionality.  
 
Of course, there are a number of improvements that could be made to our design. We noticed 
that the square bottom of the mixing attachment would hit the bottom of the digester, and the 
anodized coating started to wear away. By manufacturing a hemispherical bottom to the 
attachment, we avoid this issue. We would also like to further investigate the McLube flexible 
coating for its use in our system. Our initial application did not seem to work, but it is possible 
that it was misapplied. Should it work as expected, it will greatly extend the life our system. A 
longer flexible shaft would be useful as well considering that 3' was not long enough for us to 
operate the mixer while standing up. Proper placement in the effluent pipe will help with this, but 
we would like to have 6'-8' for maximum performance. Further testing for solid removal would 
be useful, specifically to see what size particles will be removed and what will not. Finally, cost 
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is still an issue. While our system comes to less than 30% of the total digester's cost, there are 
ways to reduce it. Specifics on what costs to reduce depend on what tradeoffs the designer is 





A discussion of the sustainability our design requires a brief discussion on the sustainability of 
biodigesters. From an energy standpoint, biodigesters are sustainable since they collect energy 
from what is normally waste. This energy replaces wood that would normally be burned. By 
using waste and reducing deforestation, not only is there less energy taken from the environment, 
the trees that remain will reduce carbon in the atmosphere. Decomposing organic waste in the 
environment would release methane, a considerable pollutant; burning said methane converts it 
to carbon dioxide, which is still a pollutant, but less harmful. To find exact numbers for energy 
savings, we need to know the amount of biogas used compared to the amount of wood used, but 
there is currently no system to measure the biogas production in these digesters (something we 
considered addressing earlier in this project). Instead, we can qualitatively look at the net energy 
gain. By spending one day installing the digester, a small amount of time adding waste every day 
or two, and performing maintenance checks every seven years, farmers get a majority of their 
cooking fuel in biogas. This works in the farmers’ favor, who now do not have to spend as much 
time finding and chopping wood and get what is essentially free energy from waste. Thus, 
standard biodigester operation is sustainable from an energy standpoint. 
 
A mixing system will add energy costs, but may end up increasing the sustainability of the 
system as a whole. As we mention in our Environmental Performance section, the materials in 
our mixer are energy intensive to produce. Operating the mixer also requires a small input of 
labor. That said, there are benefits that our system will bring. Removing inorganic solids will 
extend the time between maintenance checks, reducing the energy input over the lifetime of the 
digester. It has also been theorized that mixing may increase biogas production, though no 
literature exists on that topic for our specific style of biodigester. The increased lifetime alone 
could warrant the use of the mixer, and the potential increase of biogas production (and 
concurrent reduction in wood consumption) would further justify its use. Again, exact numbers 
cannot be found given the paucity of information on the system, but it is worth conducting 
research for what may be an increase in the sustainability of the digester. 
 
Looking at sustainability from an aquatic aspect, the digester inherently has a positive effect on 
water systems. Normally, animal waste enters the environment untreated, requiring time for the 
pathogens and other hazardous elements to decompose. The digester contains this 
decomposition, essentially removing the waste from the environment by converting it into 
biogas. The effluent is not nearly as hazardous as raw waste, and farmers can still use it for 
fertilizer. Thus, the digester is aquatically friendly in that it reduces the amount of waste that can 
contaminate water systems. 
 
The effect of adding the mixer is not inherently clear, but a brief discussion brings up a few good 
points. Inorganic solids removed from the digester would not contaminate aquatic systems, and 
since our testing showed that it does not mix new waste into the end, the effluent is no more 
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hazardous than that of an unmixed digester. If the mixer increases biogas production, less waste 
remains in the digester, further reducing the burden on the environment. It seems that our mixer 





The majority of our recommendations stem from the results of our validation testing. The first 
would be to modify the test rig to emulate the actual digester. We were limited by time and 
resources when creating our test rig, and we recommend a test rig that has the same dimensions 
of an actual Mexican digester (10’ x 3’ x 3’), has an influent and effluent pipe, and is transparent 
so fluid and solid motion can be observed. Though our data are conclusive, a full size digester 
would give better insight into the influence of adding more influent into the system as well as the 
ability of solid removal. The greater depth of the tank would also more aptly show effectiveness 
of mixing. Another recommendation from testing is to use an improved method to measure the 
inorganic solids removed. The filters we used were not sufficient in collecting the sand particles, 
and if they were collected, we did not have a method to measure them. The solids were smaller 
than we anticipated. We recommend collecting the effluent (without the potting soil added) in a 
large container, then separating the solids from the water by either waiting until all of the solids 
settle or using a centrifuge. From the volume, one can factor in the density of the sand to solve 
for the mass of solids removed.  
 
The last and most important recommendation is to use our prototype for research purposes to test 
if mixing and suspending solids in a plug-flow digester would not only increase the maintenance 
time of the digester but also increase biogas production. Increasing the digester’s maintenance 
time would save money for organizations like IRRI who install them. A long lasting digester 
would be more attractive for prospective homes and governments looking to invest in this 
product. Even more attractive would be a digester that produces more biogas than the ordinary 
one. There is much potential if biogas production is increased. Rural Mexicans would have 
enough methane to cook for more of their cooking needs instead of just 60% of it. Thus, less 
wood would be burned. A buzz would penetrate the entire sustainable energy community, 
intriguing organizations and governments worldwide. The potential benefits are worth the efforts 
needed to research the possibility of increased biogas.  
 
A proposed method of testing would be start four digesters in a similar geographical region at 
around the same time. Two would have our mixing system installed and two would not. Ratios of 
pig waste to water will have to be monitored along with influent volume and frequency. Since a 
metering system was found to be too expensive for this application, those cooking would have to 
monitor the time one was able to cook off of the biogas, ensuring to have the consistent flow of 
burned biogas amongst the four systems. Those digesters with the mixer would mix at the 
recommended speed and time with every influent addition. Two years’ worth of data would be 
sufficient, as it would take time for inorganic solids to build up on the bottom and thus would 









The use of biodigesters brings sustainable energy to Mexico, and our design will improve the 
usage and operation of these digesters. Our mixing system will suspend inorganic solids that 
accumulate on the bottom of the digester, locally mix the biomass, and potentially increase 
biogas production, increasing the lifetime and utility of the digester. Below are the specifications 
and parameters that we used for our design. 
 
Table 10: Design Considerations for the Mixing System 
Engineering Specification Target  Result  
Insertion Size  < 4” OD  4” OD  
Lifetime  10 years Expected 10 years 
Cost < $300  $175  
Ergonomics – force 2 lbs 11 lbs  
Ergonomics – time Up to 10 min  30 sec 
Expanded Size 12” OD  12” OD  
Installation Time ~ 20 min  < 1 min 
Testing Parameter  Target  Result  
Effectiveness of Mixing  Solids removed (168 g) 0 g 
Mixing Time < 10 mins 30 sec 
Localization of Mixing 33%  33%  
Settling Time > 20 sec  ~ 5 sec 
User Fatigue Minimal None 
 
We met these specifications well, and our testing gave us valuable information. Our mixing 
system is the first step in the improvement in biodigester technology, and scientific research can 
now be undertaken to characterize the effects of mixing in plug-flow digesters. We found that 
mixing for 30 seconds at 60 RPM is sufficient to suspend solids. 
 
We have a few recommendations for future work. First, testing should be done on a real digester 
or a testing rig similar to one to best characterize the system. Second, a better way to quantify the 
solids removed is necessary. Finally, we recommend using our prototype to test whether biogas 
production would increase with mixing. By working to improve biodigesters in Mexico, we 
reduce the impact on the environment and recover useful energy that was once lost. It is the hope 
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APPENDIX A: Bill of Materials 
 








Round PVC stock PVC, Type I 1.25" D 10 inches $0.26 2.62 McMaster 8749K19 
can be cut 
to length 
Shoulder Bolt Steel 1/2" SD 1 bolt $2.32 $2.32 McMaster 91259A720 
3/8-20 
thread, 2 in 
shoulder 
length 
Crank bar Steel 3/4"x3/4" 8 inches $7.75 $7.75 McMaster 9143K191 
Roll pin Steel 1/8" D 1 pin $0.04 $0.04 McMaster 98296A883 1" long 








Dowels to connect 
to handle/mixer 
6061 
Alum 1/4" D 8 inches  $3.00 
hardware 






1/2" ID 6 feet $0.50 $3.00 hardware store   
Subtotal: $123.68 
Mixing Attachment 
Square stock for 
mixing connection 
6061 





Square stock to 
mount fins 
6061 
Alum 1/2" x 1/2" 36 inches $10.62 $10.62 McMaster 8975K478  
Fin blades 6061 Alum 1/4"x4"x12" 1 plate $9.68 $9.68 McMaster 8975K425 unpolished 
Dowel for fins Steel 1/4" D 2 inches $0.34 $0.68 McMaster 98381A550 
Roll pin Steel 1/8" D 1 pin $0.04 $0.04 McMaster 98296A883 1" long 
Subtotal: $24.94 
Miscellaneous 
Hard Anodized coating    $130.00 $8.13 
Alpha 
Metals  batch price 
   Grand Total: $169.51    
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APPENDIX B: Design Changes Since Design Review #3 
 
Since Design Review #3, a few things have changed in our design. Most of the changes are 
relatively minor and could generally be classified as refinements. The first change is that we will 
no longer use sleeve bearings at the fin shaft/dowel interface. We determined that a simple 
clearance fit will be more than sufficient to accommodate for the rotation of the joint without the 
added cost. Another design change is that we put a braided PVC hose over the flexible shaft to 
increase the overall rigidity of the shaft and prevent against buckling under large loads. The 
braided hose is fit to the entire length of the flexible shaft with a 5” section next to the hand 
crank separated to allow for a natural and easy rotating handle.  Another design change involves 
the connections to the flexible shaft. We previously thought that a threaded rod would be 
threaded into both tapped female connections, but the flexible shaft coupling is extremely hard to 
tap. Because of this, we decided that a smooth steel dowel with a roll pin through it would be a 
secure a connection.  The roll pin will be pressed through the coupling (and mixing hub) 
completely through the steel dowel.  Since the roll pin must be compressed to fit into its opening, 
the stress induced in the pin helps create a very secure connection. 
 
A few other design changes involve the shape of the mixing hub. First, we had to slightly 
increase the size of the slots that the fin shafts fit into. We modeled all dimensions to be an exact 
fit, but in the real world, this is hard to recreate due to tolerance issues. This change had no effect 
on the function of the mixer, but it just allowed the parts to fit together. Also, we strayed from 
the cone-shaped mixing hub bottom of our original designs to a simple rounded edge design. We 
did this because we had a manufacturing deadline to meet and needed to save on time. We also 
thought that a flat bottom would stay oriented on the bottom of the digester better while mixing. 
The coating methods of our original design also ended up changing. We decided to get all of our 
aluminum parts anodized since Alpha Metals sponsored our project and performed the anodizing 
for free. This put a tough, corrosion resistant coating on our prototype and was much easier than 
working with epoxies. We also put a McLube 1775 specialty coating on our flexible shaft. It is a 
Teflon-based coating that is flexible and extremely corrosion-resistant. McLube provided a free 
sample of this product to us. These design changes all had a positive effect on the outcome of 




APPENDIX C: Design Analysis Assignment 
1. Material Selection Assignment 
To choose the most qualified material for the mixer design in Mexican digester, we have 
considered the engineering specifications such as chemical compatibility, hardness, density, 
yield stress as well as price. We found 6061 aluminum met all our specifications for the mixing 
mechanism and had the minimum cost. PVC met the stress requirement of handle design, its 
light weight and cheap machining cost makes it ideal for the handle. Table C.1 is a comparison 
of these specifications among the chosen materials.  
 
Table C.1: Material property for mixer in anaerobic digester [14, 15] 













Aluminum Good Excellent Excellent 110 240 2700 1.35 
304 Stainless 
steel Fair Excellent Good 190 257.5 7955 6.61 
316 Stainless 
Steel Excellent Excellent Excellent 195 240 8030 10.7 
PVC Excellent Good Excellent 13.1 43.8 1450 1.60 
Polypropylene Excellent Excellent Excellent 8.7 23.7 900 2.25 
Low Carbon 
Steel Fair Good Excellent 140 322.5 7800 0.87 
 
Corrosion Resistance 
As shown in the Table C.1, aluminum, 316 stainless steel and polypropylene are among the three 
most non-corrosive materials in an anaerobic digester. The main chemical interaction that we 
were concerned was with hydrogen sulfides. A lot of common metals exhibit severe corrosion 
and decomposition when in the presence of hydrogen sulfides. Methane and ammonia are two 
other corrosive chemicals that are commonly found in anaerobic digestion system. The pH of 
digester is normally neutral, at 6.8~7.2. In addition to reactions between the biomass and the 
mixer, galvanic corrosion can occur between anodic and cathodic metals [16].  By using metals 
closer together on the anodic scale and using protective coatings, we can minimize the potential 




Considering our material density specifications for mixing connection, the polypropylene and 
PVC can be eliminated because their density values are less than the slurry (1600 kg/m3). This 
will cause the mixer to float, which will fail to suspend solids that are at the bottom of the bag. 
Although stainless steel has more strength and excellent in all the reagents tested, it costs around 
8 times as much, while aluminum is cheaper but has only a ‘good’ rating (minor effect, slight 
corrosion) for H2S, the most destructive reagent. This can be compensated for by putting a 
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coating on all the parts submerged in the digester. An anodized coating process generally costs 
around $130, but because sixteen parts could fit into the anodizing bed at the same time, this 
would bring the cost down to less than $8.13 for each part.  
 
Our calculation showed that all the chosen materials fulfilled the stress requirements of the mixer 
attachment, but only polypropylene and PVC are not suitable for dowel pins. Detail stress 
analysis is shown in the Appendix H. In minimizing cost at strength-limited design, we found 
that the 6061 aluminum is the optimal material between aluminum and stainless steel, as shown 
in Figure C.1. This is found by defining the y-axis as   . The 6061 Aluminum is a 
member of age-hardening wrought Al-alloy family. 
 
 
    Figure C.1: Age-hardened wrought Al alloy has the optimal strength at minimum cost 









digester bag to eliminate any scratching that could lead to leaks. This may not be possible sinc
HDPE's hardness rating is 50-60 compared to most metals and PVC which are around 100 [12]. 





2. Environmental Performance 
tal of 6061 aluminum stock and 0.14 kg of Type I PVC stock. 
An environmental performance analysis was run using the SimaPro 7.1 program.  Figures 
Figure C.2: Raw Material Usage Comparison 
 
 
Figure C.3: Emissions and Waste Comparison.  
PVC Water emissions and waste values too small to be seen. 
 
Our final design utilizes 1.76kg to










































Figure C.4: Relative Impacts in Disaggregated Damage Categories 
 
 





Figure C.6: Single Score comparison in “points” 
 
The aluminum used in this design is much worse for the environment than the PVC. Overall 
more resources are needed to make it and more emissions are generated (Figure C.2, pg. 49). The 
meta-category of resources is the most important area to concentrate on this analysis. Aluminum 
requires an extremely large amount of various minerals and other resources to produce (Figure 
C.2), while the small mass of PVC we are using has a relatively small resource demand in 
comparison. Another important category for comparison is human health. Aluminum is rated 
very high in the categories of carcinogens and respiratory organics and inorganics. PVC has only 
a high rating in the resp. organics category, but it is still not as bad as aluminum in this category 
(Figure C.4, C.5). Overall, producing aluminum has a much larger negative impact to human 
health than manufacturing PVC.  
 
While thinking of these materials in the larger scope of their entire lifetime, the environmental 
assessment changes slightly. During manufacture of the raw material, aluminum is much worse 
for the environment in all aspects (Figure C.3). However, during product manufacturing, the 
respiratory organic hazards for the PVC begin to play a role. While manufacturing the hand 
crank handle from PVC, there is good possibility for PVC dust to develop and for the user to 
breathe in the hazardous chemicals that are now airborne. Aluminum does not have the same 
health issues associated with product manufacturing as there is much less of a possibility for 
particles to become airborne. During the product lifetime of usage, aluminum has more hazards 
present. The aluminum mixer will be submerged in a very corrosive environment. Throughout its 
life, it will be subject to breaking down by a variety of chemicals, therefore releasing some of the 
harmful minerals that are used to manufacture it. These hazardous substances may eventually 
flow out of the digester and have the possibility of being contacted by humans transferring the 
effluent to their crops. PVC only has a slight possibility of breaking down by the elements over 
time, namely rain and wind, but these effects will be minimal compared with those of the 
aluminum corroding.   
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Few other materials offer the strength and corrosion resistance of aluminum. 316 stainless steel 
was a possibility explored earlier in the material selection process, but this material does not 
offer any improvements with regards to the environment. It is also a very resource intensive and 
hazardous material. Some plastics can be created without harming the environment as much but 
they lack the strength of metals. Plastic could be a possibility for the fin blades, however, since 
they are not exposed to as much stress as the mixing hub. 
 
3. Manufacturing Process Selection Assignment 
Based on the material considerations, we have selected 6061 aluminum and PVC as the main 
materials for mixer design. In choosing the cheapest manufacturing process for these materials, 
we first translated all the design requirements to constraints and objectives, as shown in Table 
C.2 and C.3.  Then, we used CES Edupack 2008 to eliminate the processes that cannot do the job 
by inputting the seven attributions. After finding the feasible manufacturing process, we ranked 
them by costs. Finally, we examined and supported the CES selected process by exploring the 
details. Instead of doing the analysis on two different materials, we chose to analyze two 
different processes on one material due to our project using aluminum as its main material.   
We found that planning/shaping is ideal for shaping 6061 aluminum used in mixer attachment 
design, and it is also the only candidate which fulfills all the requirements. This process creates 
flat machined surfaces and surfaces with prismatic features. The work piece is reciprocated in a 
linear motion against one or more single-point tools. It is very good in small economic batch size 
production; less time is needed to set up for machining compares to an alternative method.  
 
Table C.2: Process Selection Chart for 6061 Aluminum 
Objective Constraint 
Material Metal, 6061 Aluminum steel 
Shape 3-D solid 
Size Range 0.01kg ~ 1 kg 
Minimum Section 6.35mm ~ 89mm 
Tolerance 0.1mm 
Roughness 10μm 
Economic Batch Size 1 ~ 100 
 




The surface treatment is essential for mixer attachment, as corrosion protection is necessary. We 
found that anodizing is ideal for corrosion protection for aluminum, it is the only process which 
fulfills all the requirements. This process forms a thin layer of Al2O3, and this film, though 
invisible, is highly protective. It is most generally applied to aluminum, the oxide formed by 
anodizing is hard, abrasion resistant and resists corrosion well. The oxide also allows absorbing 
dyes.  
  
Table C.3: Process Selection Chart for 6061 Aluminum 
Objective Constraint 
Material Metal, 6061 Aluminum 
Shape 3-D solid 
Size Range 0.01kg ~ 1 kg 
Coating Thickness Less than 10 μm 
Surface Roughness A 
Curved Surface Coverage Good 
Relative Tool Cost Low 
 
 









APPENDIX D: Energy Analysis (to show how storage is infeasible) 
 
Energy Consumption in Mexico 
By calculation, we found that the cooking energy consumption for a Mexican family of four is 
1.4*104 MJ /year. This is equivalent to the heat energy produced by 251.4 kg of methane. We 
assumed the biogas contains 60% of methane, and concluded that a volume of 0.957 m3 of 
biogas is needed per day.   
 
Based on a statistics of World Bank (2005), the energy consumption in Mexico is about 1832 
kwh/capita [17]. While cooking accounts for only 12% in a typical developed country [18], it can 
accounts for about 53% to 65% for rural and non-electrified household sectors in developing 
countries [19]. 
 
Energy used for cooking per capita = 1832 kWh/capita * 53% = 971 kWh/capita 
 
A family of four (usage * 4) = 3884 kWh/family (13,982 MJ/family) 
 
We then calculated that the amount of methane needed for cooking energy is 251.4 kg from the 
enthalpy equation.  
CH4 (g) + 2O2 (g) → CO2 (g) + 2H2O (l)  + 890 kJ/mol 
  16 g           44 g                           + 890 kJ 
          251.4 kg                   691.2 kg                    + 13,982 MJ 
 
This amount of energy for cooking is equivalent to 52% of energy use for the homes in USA.  
 
Biogas contains 60% methane, so we calculated the amount of biogas necessary for this energy 
usage: 
Amount of biogas = .
%
 = 419 kg 
 
 
At 1 atmosphere, Methane gas density (1.016 bars and 15 °C (59 °F)) is 0.68 kg/m3, and carbon 
dioxide is 1.98kg/m3. From these data, we calculated the volume of biogas necessary per day: 
 
 Density of 60% methane biogas = 0.6*0.68+0.4*1.98=1.2kg/m3 
 Volume of biogas = 
. /
 = 349.2 m3 
 Volume of biogas per day = .  = 0.957 m3 
 
Energy Generated in Mexican Digester 
A digester can produce 0.6 m3 biogas at 102.1 kPa per day, which is about 63% of the energy 
usage for a family of 4.  Our digester’s pressure is about 2” water column above atmospheric 
pressure:  
 





To find the volume of gas in the d d the Ideal Gas Law:igester, we use   
 






0.957 0.952   
 
The gas volume tends to be about 20% of the total biodigester capacity. [20] 
 
Compressing Gas Generated into Portable Tank 
We found that a pressure of 5.57 MPa is needed to compress the gas produced per day by the 






0.011 102.1 5.57  807.6   
 
This pressure of 5.57MPa is much too high for a manual pump to achieve in any reasonable 
amount of time. This is the primary reason that we changed our design objective from gas 
storage to mixer design. 
 
Metering 
Gas pressure metering was a desirable goal for this project to quantify gas production to use with 
carbon credits. The main issue that prevented gas metering from being a part of this design 
project was the low gas pressure. Typical biogas pressure is only slightly higher than 
atmospheric pressure (2-4” of water column. 0.07-0.14 psi) [1] and these systems also do not 
produce the flow rates that most meters require. The minimum pressure necessary for operation 
is 0.25 psi (6.9” of water) [21], which is higher than the typical digester pressure range. The 
effect of varied pressure on the performance of the meter was also unknown. This information 
would be necessary to understand if pumping gas through the meter in an inconsistent manner 
will be a problem. Carbon Credit accounting methods such as the Gold Standard require a fairly 
accurate system for calculating biogas burned. An inconsistent system of measuring certainly 
would not qualify. An additional issue was found with hydrogen sulfides possibly getting into 
the meter, corroding the internal metals. For all these reasons, gas metering was abandoned as a 
facet of this project to focus on more on a mixing system. 
 
Carbon Credit Analysis 
By installing a biodigester like the one in Mexico, in each year, the carbon dioxide emission is 
reduced by at least 55.8%, from 985.9 kg to 435.9 kg. It is the minimum value because the 
carbon dioxide that could be absorbed by the removed trees was not taken into account. A total 
amount of 158.5 kg methane is utilized instead of releasing directly into the atmosphere. The 
useful heat energy generated by the biogas is 2204.2 MJ, which is enough to boil 6560 kg water 
from 20 ºC to 100 ºC.  
 
Carbon credit is a permit that allows the holder to emit one ton of carbon dioxide, ratified in 
conjunction with the Kyoto Protocol, its goal is to stop the increase of carbon dioxide 
emissions. . Credits are awarded to countries or groups that have reduced their green house 
gases below their emission quota. They can be traded in the international market at their current 




The traditional energy resource in rural Mexico is wood and coal. Burning wood/coal is cheap 
and easy accessed in rural Mexico, however, not environmental friendly. Sulfide generated in 
burning coal is the cause for acid rain.  
 
From the Enthalpy equation shown below, it is know that the heat energy generated by burning 1 
mole coal is 393.5kJ, less than half of which generated by 1 mole methane (890kJ/mol). At the 
same time, they pro  rbon dioxide.  duce the same amount of greenhouse emission, namely ca
⁄  2 2 890
393.5  /  
 
 
Moreover, trees are the lungs of nature by absorbing carbon dioxide. Killing trees for energy 
would have a net emission of the total amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.  
 
Lastly, by recycling and using the biogas in anaerobic digestion, we avoid the same amount of 
methane from going directly to the atmosphere. As introduced before, methane is 20 times more 
effective greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide. 
We knew the energy generated by the digester makes up 63% of the total cooking consumption 
for a family. The amount of methane generated per year is 158.3 kg.  
 
   Amount of methane generated = 251.4kg * 63% = 158.5kg 
 
By calculation, the heat generated by this amount of methane is 8816.7 MJ and the carbon 
dioxide emitted is 4  35.9 kg.  
 
2 2 890 ⁄  
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To generate the same amou  g  coal and the carbon nt of heat ener y, we need at least 268.9 kg
393.5  /
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We found that the useful heat energy is 2204.2MJ. This energy is enough to boil 6560 kg water 
from 20 ºC to 100 ºC.  
 
According to Figure 24, the efficiency of common gas/wood stove is about 25%. 
 
  Useful heat energy = 881  * 0.25 = 2204.2 MJ6.7  
  Energy to boil w a *C ∆
57 
 
ater = m ss p* T = 2204.2MJ 
  Mass of water = .
∆
. 6560  
   
 
Figure D.1: Efficiency of Conventional Gas/Wood Stove [21] 
 
There are three main sources for carbon credit saved in the Mexican digester project. They are 
(1) the methane that is produced from the waste is burned instead of going directly to the 
environment, (2) for the same heat energy, methane emits only half the carbon dioxide of wood, 
which is the farmer’s original energy resource, and (3) the saved trees can recycle the carbon 
dioxide.  
 
Assuming the price for one unit of carbon credit is $30. The total baseline CH4 emission is 
translated into CO2 equivalent emissions by multiplying by its GWP of 21 [23]. Therefore, 
without taking the saved trees into account, the credit saved is  
 
(0.1585 * 21) ton *$30+ (0.9859-0.4359) ton *$30 = $116.36 
 
Cost of the Mexican digester is $400-600, the payback time wo dul  be 







This value is a high estimate. With the value of the amount of CO2 sequestered by trees factored 
in, the payback time would only decrease. For now, this is sufficient. We will continue with 






Calibration of Carbon Credit in Mexican Digester 
Once the pressure is calibrated, the amount of biogas inside the 0.255 m3 storage at 20°C can be 
calculated using the following equation. 
 
   Amount of biogas in kg = 
. .
.
2.8 10   
 
Where pressure is in Pa, and M = 16 * 0.6 + 44 * 0.4 = 27.2 g/mol. 
 
The energy generated from the biogas can be calcula eted using the quation: 
 
  Energy generated in kJ =   5.56 10       
 
Amount of water can be boiled from 20°C to 100°C with this energy:  
 









APPENDIX E: Functional Decomposition 
Design Problem: Create a mixing system for a biodigester to suspend inorganic solids. 
 
Level 1: 
1. Mix biomass 
2. Prevent contact with effluent 
3. Mix internally 
4. Input externally 
5. Remain inside digester between maintenance checks 
 
Multi-Level: 
1. Mix biomass 
a. Suspend inorganic solids that collect on bottom of digester 
b. Mix in vertical direction, not axial 
i. Prevent influent from mixing with effluent 
ii. Preserve plug-flow model 
c. Mix without use of electricity 
i. Manual mixing required 
2. Prevent contact with effluent 
a. Prevent removal of internal mixing parts once inserted 
b. External input must be away from effluent stream 
c. Parts that come in contact with effluent must not come in contact with user 
3. Mix internally 
a. Actual mixing takes place inside digester 
4. Input externally 
a. Motion outside must transfer to motion inside 
b. Must be easy to mix by user 
i. Little force required by user 
5. Remain inside digester between maintenance checks 
a. Internal system must not require maintenance 
i. Maintenance checks likely to increase to every 10 years 
b. Withstand conditions of biodigester 










The external concepts involve designs that mix the sediments in the digester bag while being 
entirely outside the bag itself. One of our mixing concepts was a camshaft system, shown at the 
left, below in Figure F.1. The idea was to put a series of camshafts beneath the digester 
controlled by a crank. Turning the crank would move different cams up and down, disturbing the 
inorganic solids that collect on the bottom of the digester and thus mixing the solids into the 
solution. Another mixing concept was a “see-saw” mechanism (Figure F.1 below, right) 
consisting of boards with one end placed beneath the digester and the other out of the trench, 
creating a lever system. Standing on the free end would raise the bottom of the digester, and 
repeated motion would disturb the inorganic solids. 
  
  




These designs used fluid displacement from the digester to perturb the solids. The first concept is 
a gas-bubbling design (Figure F.2) that will take biogas and divert it from the reservoir bag to 
underneath the digester bag where it will bubble up through the solids. Another concept in this 
family extracts the digester fluid from one location in the bag, moves it out and then pumps it 
back into the bag near the bottom where the solids are to disturb them into suspension (Figure 
F.2). The pump could be either manually or electrically powered and is a closed-loop system. 
Similar to this concept would use a gravity-fed reservoir (Figure F.2) instead of a pump to move 
the fluid. The reservoir would be placed lower than the digester bag so fluid would tend to flow 
into it. It would then be manually lifted through a series of pulleys to a height above the bag 
where the fluid would then want to flow out of the reservoir.  
 
    





Mixing Technique Selection 
Assembly/Installation  
The first specification used to compare the three mixing techniques is the assembly/installation. 
The most plausible scenario is for our mixing system to be implemented on a digester in current 
operation. For the process to go smoothly, a minimal amount of work should be needed to 
prepare the digester for mixing system implementation.  
 
With this in mind, the fluid displacement technique would require some moderate assembly and 
installation time. For both the gas and liquid bubbling system, an additional pump is necessary. 
Both of these systems also require that additional holes be put in the digester bag, violating other 
specification of safety and sanitation with regards to methane gas and biomass contact. Overall 
for the bubbling systems, hose routing, new digester holes, pump assembly and connecting 
everything will likely require much more time than the one hour allotted by our engineering 
specification. The gravity fed reservoir will also require extensive installation and assembly due 
to the pulley system, hose routing and connections. 
  
In comparison, the external mixing concepts stand out as being extremely hard to implement. For 
both the camshaft and see-saw concepts, the digester bag would need to be drained and moved 
elsewhere since both concepts involve inserting something under the digester. This process 
would clearly take more than one hour as we specified. However, in the case of installing the 
mixing system for a new digester system, the consideration of draining the digester no longer 
applies. The camshaft concept would require additional labor to install the rotating shafts and 
then the drive mechanism. The see-saw installation would require moving dirt around to create a 
suitable pivot point and trench to extend under the digester, could interfere with nearby 
structures. 
 
The internal mixing technique concepts will take much less time and effort for assembly and 
installation. All of the concepts use the current effluent hole as the point of entry into the 
digester, so no new holes in the digester will be needed. Most of the concepts would likely arrive 
at the farm fully assembled, so the only installation step would be to insert the mixer into the 
digester. However, if rotary motion will be provided via a bicycle, an additional step of setting 
up the bicycle mounting system is necessary. Overall, the installation and assembly of the 
internal mixers will easily meet the one hour specification, making internal mixing the favored 
technique with regards to installation. 
 
Maintenance  
Another specification by which to compare the three mixing techniques is maintenance. The 
parts inside the digester must be able to function properly with maintenance only performed 
every 10 years. Therefore, minimal fasteners are desired, sharp corners minimized and concave 
surfaces minimized (may be sites for solid accumulation).  
 
The fluid displacement systems stand out as performing poorly in this category. The gas 
bubbling concept has small holes in a pipe along the bottom of the digester and these holes will 
be subject to a harsh environment of sludge and inorganic solids. The fluid flow concepts move 
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the biomass around to accomplish mixing, but the biomass is extremely viscous and has many 
solids in it. All of these fluid displacement systems will be prone to clogging, leading to overall 
poor performance.  
 
The maintenance issues for the internal and external mixing systems are much less significant 
than those of the fluid displacement technique. The key maintenance issues for internal mixing 
system are material corrosion and fastener failure; both of which can be minimized with a robust 
design. The important maintenance consideration for the external mixing system is the nature 
and ‘the elements’. Rain and varying temperatures are hard on any system that is exposed 
outdoors and the proper materials would be needed to prevent degradation. 
 
Force Input  
The final important specification with which to compare the three mixing techniques is force 
input. As discussed earlier in the engineering specifications section, an input force of more than 
16.8 pounds by the arms must not be necessary for operation of the mixing system. The see-saw 
external mixing system concept needs much too force. With the maximum reasonable beam 
length of 10’, 200 pounds of input force is necessary. Even if a person's body weight is used, 200 
pounds is still too large. This could be satisfied by using at least two people to perform the 
mixing, but this would violate another engineering specification for one-person mixing. Both the 
internal and fluid displacement mixing methods need much more design work done before the 
input force can be reasonable determined. The input force specification was important to 
consider, since it effectively eliminated the see-saw mixing concept from consideration. 
 
After considering three very important engineering specifications between different mixing 
methods, we can eliminate external and fluid displacement techniques from further 
consideration. Our external mixing concepts require far too much assembly time and the see-saw 
mixing requires far too much force. The fluid displacement methods require substantial assembly 
time, safety concerns and a serious problem maintenance problem. From this point on, only 





APPENDIX G: Mixing System Part Drawings  
 
 
Figure G.1: Cranking Handle 
 
 




Figure G.3: Mixing Connection 
 
 
Figure G.4: Fin Assembly 
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APPENDIX H: Stress Analysis  
 
Drag Force on Fin 
 
The normal drag force acting on the f  w s m t  to be 3.4 N. This is derived from the 
equation below.  
in a esti a ed
          
 
In which the density (ρ) is approximately the density of potting soil, at 1067 kg/m3. The velocity 





The yield stress requirement for the handle material is 5.9MPa given a safety factor of 3. PVC 
can fulfill these stress criteria.  
 
We set the radius of rotation to be 0.20 m (8”), which is half of the length of forearm. 
 
 For 5% males, Forearm = (0.145+0.108) * 1636 mm = 413.9mm =0.414m [8, 9] 
 
Total Torque applied to the handle= F *r = 75N * 0.20 m =15.5 Nm 
 
D = 1.25” =0.03175 m 
 
Polar moment of inertia 9.98 10  
 
Maximum Shear Stress = . . /
.
1.97 10 =1.97 MPa 
 
 
The following pages contain force analysis on the key parts of our mixing attachment. The parts 
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